
Pocket Labb Pro Reader
3.0 User Training Workbook - Revision 3

(formerly called Smart Reader)

This Special Edition Pro Reader 8 Certification provides a detailed overview of the testing
features of the Pro Reader technology.

This workbook was created to help users better understand the limits of rapid drug tests, how to
get the best results and how the Pro Reader improves this process. This certification is for
operators of the Pro Reader in the role of “Collector/Tester” and does not include Admin level
functionality or certification. After completing this workbook and passing the final exam, users
will receive a certification award signifying the successful completion of this training course. This
certification is open to all Pro Reader users interested in becoming certified.

Questions? info@labb.net or call 877.868.9967 To take the certification test, visit:
pocketlabb.com/certification



INCLUDED WITH PRO READER  SYSTEM

Your Pro Reader 8 or Pro Reader 10 may include any or all of the following items. Legacy
stands and systems may look slightly different than
what is displayed below. Not all items shown are
required to use the Pro Reader system. 

PRO READER REQUIRED ITEMS:
1. Samsung Tab A version tablet
2. Pro Reader testing stand
3. eTest Kits (Urine or Oral)
4. Set-up Guide

OPTIONAL ITEMS:
1. BlueTooth wireless keyboard (bottom right)
2. Rapid Login Badges (bottom left)

Questions? info@labb.net or call 877.868.9967 To take the certification test, visit:
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UA SERIES - DRUG TEST CUPS

The test below is an example of a UA Series 12-panel drug test cup. A variety of UA series test cups are available. If
you are not using a UA Series drug test cup, please visit Pocketlbabb.com/certification to find the appropriate
certification program for your organization.

IMPORTANT: When closing the lid
on any UA Series Cup you must
tighten the lid until you hear a
“CLICK” or the lid may not be
closed properly.

Failing to close the lid will cause
leaking if the test is transported to
the laboratory for further testing.

IMPORTANT: Always remove the result window
label before scanning. The Pro Reader will not be
able to scan the UA:12B properly if the Result
Window Label has not been removed.

IMPORTANT: Be careful not to tear the QR code
when removing the “Result Window Label”

Questions? info@labb.net or call 877.868.9967 To take the certification test, visit:
pocketlabb.com/certification



UNDERSTANDING COMMON TERMS

We understand that there are many different terms used throughout the drug testing industry. Because the terms we
use in this training program may differ from the terms used by your organization, we have produced a short list of
terminology to help you better understand this workbook content.

TERMINOLOGY

RAPID TEST STRIPS - colloidal gold conjugate, lateral flow immunoassay strips used in rapid drug testing kits
(POCT). These chemical strips are the “active” elements that produce lines which indicate if a donor sample is
negative or non-negative for a specific drug or drug metabolite.

SUSPECT SAMPLES - a donor sample that appears to cause the drug test kit (POCT) to perform abnormally or a
sample that may have physical characteristics different from most other donor samples.

VALIDATION - The process of conducting a secondary interpretation of a POCT after allowing the test strips to
develop for three additional minutes. Validation is recommended on samples that produce a non-negative result on
the initial screen. Conducting more than one Validation is not recommended and will not likely change the
interpretation.

PARENT DRUG (PARENT COMPOUND) - is the name assigned to a drug that is used by a donor and before it is
metabolized by the human body.

DRUG METABOLITE - is the name assigned to a drug that is used by a donor and after it is metabolized by the
human body. Drugs metabolized react differently to POCT test strips than Parent Drugs.

CUT-OFF LEVEL - the minimum amount of drug particles in a sample necessary to change a result from negative to
non-negative, positive or presumptive positive. In most cases, drug testing cut-off levels are measured in nanograms
per milliliter (ng/mL).

NEGATIVE RESULT - a drug test result for a donor sample that has no drug present or a level of drug present that is
lower than the testing cut-off threshold. For example a donor specimen with 10 ng/mL of PCP would be considered
“Negative” because the level of PCP necessary to trigger a non-negative result is greater than 25 ng/mL.

NON-NEGATIVE RESULT - a drug test result for a donor sample that has a level of drug that exceeds the testing
cut-off threshold but has not been confirmed by a second testing method. Non-Negative Results can also be called a
presumptive-positive. It is not positive because a second confirmation test has not been conducted.

POSITIVE RESULT - a drug test result for a donor sample that has a level of drug particles that exceeds the testing
cut-off threshold and has been initially screened and then confirmed by a second testing methodology.

FALSE POSITIVE RESULT - a drug test result that incorrectly identifies a donor sample as a positive, non-negative
or presumptive positive when in fact the sample is negative.

FALSE NEGATIVE RESULT - a drug test result that incorrectly identifies a sample as a negative when in fact the
drug concentration exceeds the testing cut-off threshold.
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TERMINOLOGY CONT...

DIRECT READ - is a function of Pocket Labb that allows certified operators to manually read a rapid drug test kit and
enter the result into the system.

LABB READ - is the standard function of the Pocket Labb system that reads and documents any eTest kit scanned.

FLUX - the range in rapid testing where a sample may produce negative and non-negative results. This occurs when
drug concentrations are close to the testing cut-off levels. This can be as wide as 50% +/- the stated cut-off level.

WINDOW OF ACCURACY - the time period when a rapid testing kit will produce the most accurate results. For most
urine rapid drug testing kits, the window of accuracy starts when the donor sample has been in contact with the
testing strips for at least 5 minutes but no longer than 55 minutes.

ADULTERANT - any substance used in an attempt to alter, mask or dilute a donor’s biological sample in an effort to
generate an erroneous result.

ADULTERATION TEST - chemical screening process to determine if a sample is consistent with normal biological
properties. The specimen validity tests or SVT used by certain UA Series eTest cups may include:

pH - is a test that checks the acidity or alkalinity of a donor urine sample. Unadulterated urine samples
should have a pH level between 4.5 - 9.0. It is important to test a urine sample immediately after collection
as the pH will change overtime, especially if left at room temperature. The pH test is designed to detect old
urine samples.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY (SG) - is a test to verify that a urine sample has not been diluted by adding water or by
overhydration. The normal range for specific gravity is between 1.003 - 1.030. The SG test is designed to
detect donors that over-hydrate in an attempt to alter the result.

CREATINTINE (Cr) - is a test that verifies that a urine sample has a creatinine level greater than 19 mg/dL.
If a urine sample contains a low level or lacks creatinine, the sample is most likely substituted or dilute. The
Cr test is designed to detect non-urine donor samples.

NOTE: There are additional SVT assays available on the market. After internal testing, usability and
quality, we have found that pH, SG and Cr SVT assays are the easiest to interpret and represent the most
effective three assays for adulteration detection.

POCT - is the abbreviation for “Point Of Care Testing”. POCT is the name given to any diagnostic test that can be
performed outside of a traditional laboratory environment and conducted in the presence of the donor.

SPECIMEN - the urine sample provided by the donor for drug screening.

DONOR - is the individual who is providing a urine specimen for screening and/or lab testing.

RESULT WINDOW - is the area on a rapid drug test kit where the test and control lines appear.

RESULT WINDOW LABEL - a paper label that covers the test and control lines of a POCT preventing unauthorized
viewing or interpretation.

TEST HOUSING - is the plastic components or shell of a rapid drug test kit that does not include the rapid test strips.
The housing is sometimes referred to as the format or type.
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DIRECT READ - ACCURATE RAPID TESTING

(REQUIRED TO UNLOCK DIRECT READ)

There are four key elements necessary to produce an accurate, reliable rapid drug test (POCT) result. These
elements are required whether using a digital reader or when manually documenting a drug test. At Labb, our system
handles all of these elements for you when using the Pocket Labb system. It is important to understand these
elements in the event you use “Direct Read” with any test kits. If you are using another reader, we recommend that
you verify that these important elements are in place and make plans to accommodate your testing program when
they are not.

The four key elements are:

1. VERIFY THE POCT (AND HOW IT IS WORKING)
It would be a bad practice to assume that any POCT purchased is accurate without verification. Always run
positive and negative controls for each test lot purchased. The test should always display accurate results
below 50% and above 150% of the published cut-off levels. Any test that fails this criteria should be removed
from service. At Labb, all tests are validated before any lot is released to customers and are continuously
compared against laboratory confirmation. Any discrepancy reported is investigated and improvements are
made, if and when necessary.

2. SET STANDARDS FOR LINE INTERPRETATION
If you have ever questioned a line, you’re not alone. When is a line a negative result and when is a line
non-negative? At Labb, we know. All of the data collected in POCT validation is used to establish standards.
If you do not have standards in live evaluation, you’re guessing at results...period. When using “Direct Read”
reading a test kit,  knowing how the assays perform is key to accurate interpretation. A light line on THC
could be negative when that same line on MOP would be positive. This is a common challenge with POCTs
when read manually. (See Direct Read Certification)

3. READ THE TEST, NEVER GUESS
If you have completed element 1 and element 2, you should be confident in the results generated by the
rapid test kit. Let the result of the test stand and never override a result because you have additional
information. A donor that has a history of drug use with a light line is negative. Someone with a prescription
for a medication and a light line is negative. Never let information impact how you read a test. If you are
running a test and the result is not clear at 5 minutes, wait longer. Do not guess. If the result is unclear in 10
minutes, run a second POCT or send the sample to the lab.

4. DOCUMENT EVERY STEP AND IMAGE
Accuracy comes from reading the test kit correctly (Elements 1-3). Reliability comes from being able to
prove it (Element 4). It is very important to document everything. This will enable you to prove that the test
kit used is connected to the donor you claim and that the result you rendered is accurate. At Labb, we use a
unique identifier that digitally links a donor to their test kit image. You can do the same thing manually. Ask
the donor to date and sign the test kit face, secure it with a seal and take a picture of it. Save the image on
your computer or print it out and save it in a folder along with your result form. This is how you create
reliability in rapid testing.

The purpose of this section is to help ensure each direct read conducted by . When using direct read combined with
eTest kits, verify that your test kit is Direct Read capable. Direct Read certification is required for all official reports
from samples read directly.
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COLLECTING/PREPARING A DONOR SAMPLE

The Pro Reader system is designed to help users document donor sample collection, result interpretation and final
documentations.  Although the Pro Reader is able to read very light lines
accurately, the best results will be produced when the UA Series eTest
kits are allowed to develop for at least 5-minutes prior to scanning.

STEP 1.  HAVE DONOR PROVIDE A SAMPLE AND SECURE LID

IMPORTANT: The UA Series eTest cups are designed to “click” when
secured properly. Secure the lid first.

Turn the lid on the UA Series until you either hear a “click” or the lid stops
turning. Failing to close the cup properly may result in the sample leaking
during transit to the lab. Leaked samples can not be confirmed and will be
rejected by the laboratory.

STEP 2: VERIFY THE UA TEMPERATURE STRIP
The temperature must be between 90˚-100˚ to be considered valid. If the
temperature as displayed on the POCT is above or below 90˚-100˚, the donor
sample must be discarded and a new sample must be collected.

STEP 3: REMOVE THE RESULT WINDOW LABEL.

IMPORTANT: Failure to remove the Result Window Decal from the UA Series
test cup will prevent proper scanning. If the UA Series contains more than 12
assays, remove the Result Window Decal from both sides.

Questions? info@labb.net or call 877.868.9967 To take the certification test, visit:
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STEP 4: VERIFY THE SVT STRIP (Adulteration or Specimen
Validity Strip)
The manufacturer of the SVT strips requires it to be read at 2 minutes
post-collection. To interpret, place the interpretation guide (included in
each box of UA:12B or UA:18B test cups) next to the SVT strip on the
UA:12B or UA:18B test cup as shown to the right.

STEP 5: AFFIX SECURITY SEAL
Remove one specimen security seal from the sheet of seals provided
in each box of UA Series eTest cups. Center the Specimen security seal on the lid as shown and affix security seal
over the sides of the cup as shown and NOT the front or back. Ask donor to initial and date the label “AFTER” it
has been affixed to the cup.

-- THE POCT IS READY FOR SCANNING AFTER 5-MINUTES --

Questions? info@labb.net or call 877.868.9967 To take the certification test, visit:
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USING THE PRO READER

Once you have completed step 5 and the UA Series has been verified and secured, eTest can be processed on a Pro
Reader using the steps below.

HOME PAGE - SELECT eTEST

STEP 1: CHECK INVENTORY
Always verify that you have at least several days of inventory
in-stock. You may wish to set-up an autoship to prevent test kit
shortages.

STEP 2: LOCATE eTEST AND  PRESS START
Once you have located the correct eTest, select the “Start Drug Test”
to begin.

Questions? info@labb.net or call 877.868.9967 To take the certification test, visit:
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DONOR PAGE - ADD A DONOR

STEP 1. ADD THE DONOR INFORMATION
There are several ways to enter the details of a donor.

OPTION 1: USE KEYBOARD TO MANUALLY ENTER DONOR
To add details using the keyboard, tap on the empty form fields
and type donor details directly into each form field.

OPTION 2: SELECT FROM THE DATABASE
If the donor details are in the database, tap the “Donor” button on
the homepage to activate the donor search. Once a donor is
found, select the “TEST” button and donor details will be populated
on this page.

OPTION 3: SCAN LICENSE OR ID CARD
If the donor has a valid state ID or driver’s license. Place the ID
card or driver’s license on the testing stand with the barcode
oriented vertically. Ensure that the stand posts do not obstruct the
view of the barcode. When performed correctly, the data will
instantly populate the appropriate fields.

IMPORTANT: The donor license or ID card will not contain the
donor telephone number. ALWAYS ADD THE DONOR PHONE
NUMBER. If the donor sample is non-negative, it will be sent to the
Lab and the donor phone number will be required by the MRO.
Failing to add the phone number may delay results.

Questions? info@labb.net or call 877.868.9967 To take the certification test, visit:
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STEP 2. ASK DONOR TO REVIEW DETAILS PAGE AND
SIGN USING FINGER

Once the donor information has been entered, ask the
donor to verify the accuracy of the information and sign their
consent using their finger or stylus.

SCAN PAGE - SCANNING UA SERIES
TEST CUPS

Once the donor details have been entered and the donor
signs, tapping the “Scan Test” will activate the rear camera.
Make sure the UA Series eTest kit has been placed on the
stand prior to activating the camera.

NOTE: Remove Result Window Label before scanning.

STEP 1. PLACE UA SERIES ETEST ON STAND
The UA Series is a single sided drug test kit up to 12 drugs.
When the camera is activated, capture the POCT result by
tapping the white shutter button. Once scanned, a copy of
the image will be displayed for your verification. If the
scanned image of the UA test cup is in focus, select “ok” to
submit the scan for processing. If using a double sided test
(14 to 18 panel) repeat this process for the second side.

Questions? info@labb.net or call 877.868.9967 To take the certification test, visit:
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RESULT PAGE - WHAT TO DO
WITH THE RESULT

IMPORTANT: Non-Negative results should always be
validated once. When validating any result, select the
“Validate” button to the right of the result. Validation pauses
the testing process for 3-minutes before a rescan can be
completed.

WHEN RESULT DISPLAYED IS NEGATIVE - Check the
result page for warning messages. If there are no warning
messages, set the temperature and SVT (if any) and the
TEST IS COMPLETE and no further action is required by
you. Negative results on the Pro Reader system are
conclusive.

WHEN RESULT DISPLAYED IS NON-NEGATIVE - If the
result page displays Non-Negative, you should always
select Validate for a second interpretation. When Validate is
selected, you will need to wait 3-minutes to rescan the US
Series test cup. If Validation has already been performed,
prepare the sample for transportation to
the lab. (see “Packaging a POCT” below)

IMPORTANT: DO NOT DOUBLE VALIDATE. It is important to remember that you should only validate a sample
once. Validating a sample more than once will delay the result and will not likely improve the outcome.

WHEN A STRIP IS INVALID - If one or more of the test strips are invalid, tap the red “Validate” button at the top of
the page. This will pause the process for 3-minutes. Many invalid results self-correct when given the proper amount
of development time.

WHEN A TEST IS FAILED* - On very rare occasions, the Pro Reader system may determine that the UA Series test
strips have failed to provide a reliable result due to manufacturing, tampering with the cup by the donor, flooding or
adulteration. When a FAILED result is rendered, images of the UA Series eTest cups are recorded and sent for
analysis at Labb and the manufacturer of the POCT. Unfortunately if this happens to you, you must start the entire
process over from the beginning using a new POCT and new donor signature.

IMPORTANT: Do not select any of the buttons at the bottom of the preliminary result page (Home, View, or Print) if
the drug test requires notes, validation, or termination. Use the “Pause” button if further action with this sample is
necessary. Selecting Home, View, or Print finalizes and reports the result.
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HOW TO PROCESS NON-NEGATIVE SPECIMENS
CONFIRMING NON-NEGATIVES

All specimens that generate a non-negative result must be confirmed by the
laboratory and processed through the Medical Review Office ( MRO).

PACKAGING A SPECIMEN - NON-NEGATIVES ONLY IMPORTANT:

Any specimen sent to the lab that was not prescreened by Pro Reader will be
discarded.

IMPORTANT: Only Non-Negative specimens should be sent to the laboratory
for additional testing.

STEP 1. SECURE THE SPECIMEN
After completing any drug screen, the UA:12A  cup
should already have a blue security seal affixed to it
(as shown to the right). Have the donor initial and
date on an empty space of the security seal.

STEP 2. PLACE CUP IN TAMPER BAG
Remove the clear tamper evident security bag from
the confirmation kit and slide the UA:12A cup into the
opening of the bag. Remove the white paper backing
from the tamper bag and close the bag securely. Remove the tracking number
receipt strip from the label and retain for reference. You may also wish to add
this number to the notes section on the donor record.

STEP 3. PREPARE PACKAGE AND CALL
Place the secured sample into the FedEx pouch provided. Secure the FedEx
pouch by removing the clear backing. Call FedEx using the phone number
below or give to your FedEx driver.

Questions? info@labb.net or call 877.868.9967 To take the certification test, visit:
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PRACTICE FOR THE EXAM

TEST YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS WORKBOOK

This Workbook and questions are designed to help Cedar Fair collectors and users of the Pocket Labb Pro Reader
system minimize errors and maintain system-wide conformity. When you are ready to take the final exam, you can go
to PocketLabb.com/Cedarfair, from any web enabled digital device with a web browser. You may refer to this
workbook when taking the exam. The workbook should be used as an ongoing guide if and when you have
questions.

QUESTIONS:

THE SPECIMEN COLLECTION

Q1. How can you tell if the lid on the UA Series (POCT) used is closed properly?

1. The lid will stop turning
2. You will hear a “Click”
3. Once resistance is felt
4. 1 or 2 are correct

4
Q2. When a donor first hands you their specimen, what should you do first?

1. Verify the temperature strip on the UA cup
2. Inspect the SVT strip on the back side of the UA cup
3. Ensure the lid of the UA cup is closed properly
4. Remove the Result Window label on the UA cup

3
Q3. What is the proper temperature range for a specimen immediately after collection?

1. It must be over 100˚ F
2. It must be between 90˚-100˚ F
3. It must be below 90˚ F
4. All of the above are accurate

2
Q4. When should the Specimen Validity Strip (SVT) be read?

1. 2-minutes immediately after collection
2. After the UA:12B cup has been scanned.
3. Exactly at 5-minutes
4. Immediately when the sample is collected
5. Just before scanning on a Pro Reader

1
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Q5. When should the donor initial and date the Specimen Security Seal?

1. Before affixing security seal to the UA Series cup (while on the label sheet)
2. After affixing security seal to the UA Series cup
3. After the UA Series is scanned and the result is non-negative.
4. None of the above.

2

Q6. How should the Security Seal be affixed to the UA: Series cup?

1. Placed Security Seal over the lid and down the sides of the cup away from the test strips.
2. Any placement is fine provided the strips are not obstructed.
3. Placed over the lid and down the front and back, just above the strips.
4. Center the Specimen security seal on the lid, then affix security seal over the sides of the cup and NOT the

front or back.
5. Both 1 and 2 are correct
6. Both 1 and 4 are correct
7. All of the above are correct

5

THE PROCESS

Q8.  After logging into the Pro Reader system, what is the first thing you should do before conducting a test?

1. Verify (scan in) the Donor’s ID
2. Verify that you have test kit inventory
3. Set-up the reason for the test and the locations
4. All of the above

2

Q9.   When ready to start a new drug test, which button should be pressed?

1. The “Donors” button if testing an existing donor
2. The “Start Test” button
3. Either start option button can be used
4. NONE OF THE ABOVE

3

Q10.  When adding Donor details using the Pro Reader’s ID scanner, which of the following is true?

1. Place ID on the stand with the photo side towards the camera
2. Place ID on the stand horizontally with the barcode side towards the camera
3. Place ID on the stand vertically with barcode towards the camera
4. Hold the ID close to the camera and scan both sides.

2

Q11.  After Scanning the donor’s License or ID card, what required information is NOT automatically added?

1. Donor’s Address
2. Donor’s date of birth
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3. Donor’s phone number
4. All of the above.

3

Q12.   After Donor details have been added, you must always ask the Donor to…?

1. Review their information on the Donor Details page for accuracy
2. Read the donor Consent Agreement
3. Sign the Donor Consent using their finger
4. Provide their specimen into the UA Series cup and return it.
5. All of the above
6. 1 and 2 are correct
7. 1 and 3 are correct

5

Q13. When should Validate be used?

1. When the donor specimen temperature is out of range
2. Everytime a sample is scanned
3. When donor admits to having a prescription
4. When the initial screen is negative
5. When the initial screen is non-negative
6. All of the above

5

Q14.  When should a donor sample get packaged and sent to the laboratory for additional testing?

1. When Pro Reader displays a non-negative result
2. When Pro Reader displays a negative result
3. When Pro Reader displays an invalid result
4. Both 2 and 3 are correct

1
Q15.  What will happen when a Negative or Invalid specimen is sent to the lab for confirmation?

1. It may take longer to process than normal.
2. The laboratory will rescreen the sample for all drugs
3. The laboratory will screen the sample for only 1 or 2 drugs
4. The sample will be rejected by the laboratory
5. None of the above

4

Q17.  What will happen if the UA Series cup is not closed properly and leaks in transit?

1. The sample may take longer to process
2. The sample will be rejected by the laboratory
3. The sample will be rescreened for all drugs.
4. All of the above.

2
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Q18.  What will happen if the security seal is missing, unsigned or broken when the UA Series arrives at the
laboratory?

1. The sample may take longer to process.
2. The sample will be rejected by the laboratory
3. The sample will be rescreened for all drugs.
4. All of the above.

2
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